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Microsoft is a leading brand name whose products are being used on a world wide scale. This
company has been designing many operating systems since years. The main OS developed by
company is Server Operating system. This structure acts as the main component within every
organization irrespective of its size.

Microsoft server support facility provides an organization with the facility to troubleshoot their
problems. This type of system can be installed both in small as well as large working firms. Since its
introduction in late ninetyâ€™s, the product has undergone many changes related to features and
facilities.

Microsoft server support system is intended at providing innumerable facilities in order to make the
system more proficient. With the introduction of this system, reliability of server has increased. It
neutralizes the effect of spamâ€™s & threats. Additionally, users of this Operating system are less
vulnerable to hacking attacks.

Total IT service in Lichfield and Staffordshire provide complete IT support as well as system repair
services. Their main aim is to look after and fulfill every clientâ€™s requirements. Microsoft server OS is
available differing versions including Server 2000, 2003, 2008 and 2008R2.

2000 was the earliest version of this software. It provided plug and play hardware and system
support lifecycle services to name some. Due to some shortcomings in this version, later version i.e.
server 2003 was introduced. This edition came with a bang in the market. It contained advanced
IIS6 feature which is used for coding in dot net.

This edition had even more advanced graphic features like IIS7. Its installation process was also
completely different. 2008R2 was designed to work on a high configuration pc with at least 1.4
gigahertz processor, 512 MB RAM & super VGA monitor.

Server support facility provides two tier assistance facilities for installing, upgrading as well as
trouble shooting all sorts of errors encountered by the users. Support firm hires highly qualified and
proficient engineers who are trained to help the people in overcoming their problems. IT companies
install a product for their clients and ensure its effective use as well. Pro-active approach of these
business firms guarantee proper support & maintenance for the network infrastructure.

The approach followed by Total IT service ensures ready availability of all the resources.
Companies using this facility also provide their employees with an opportunity to access high speed
data transfer capability for the overall growth of the company plus for tremendous growth of all its
employees.
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